AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING

DATE: Friday, March 23, 2012
TIME: 9:00AM.
PLACE: Conference Room 229
       State Capitol
       415 South Beretania Street

AMENDED AGENDA

GM 618
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, SHERRY MENOR-MCNAMARA, for a term to expire 6-30-2015 (Replaces GM607).

GM 620
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, ROBERT HIROKAWA, for a term to expire 6-30-2014 (Replaces GM609).

GM 621
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, CLIFFORD ALAKAI, for a term to expire 6-30-2016 (Replaces GM610).

GM 622
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, GWEN RULONA, for a term to expire 6-30-2014 (Replaces GM611).

GM 623
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, CHRISTINE SAKUDA, for a term to expire 6-30-2015 (Replaces GM612).

GM 624
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, JOAN DANIELEY, for a term to expire 6-30-2015 (Replaces GM613).

GM 625
Status & Testimony
Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, JENNIFER DIESMAN, for a term to expire 6-30-2014 (Replaces GM614).
GM 626

Status & Testimony

Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, MICHAEL GLEASON, for a term to expire 6-30-2015 (Replaces GM615).

GM 627

Status & Testimony

Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, HARRIS NAKAMOTO, for a term to expire 6-30-2015 (Replaces GM616).

GM 628

Status & Testimony

Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, FAYE KURREN, for a term to expire 6-30-2014 (Replaces GM617).

GM 643

Status & Testimony

Submitting for consideration and confirmation to the Board of Directors of the Hawai‘i Health Connector, Gubernatorial Nominee, CLEMENTINA CERIA-ULEP, for a term to expire 6-30-2014.

Decision Making to follow, if time permits.

Click here to submit testimony to the Senate Committee on Commerce and Consumer Protection.

Testimony may be submitted up to 24 hours prior to the start of the hearing.

FOR AMENDED NOTICES: Measures that have been deleted are stricken through and measures that have been added are underscored. If a measure is both underscored and stricken through, that measure has been deleted from the agenda.

If you require auxiliary aids or services to participate in the public hearing process (i.e. ASL or foreign language interpreter, or wheelchair accessibility), please contact the committee clerk at least 24 hours prior to the hearing so that arrangements can be made.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL THE COMMITTEE CLERK AT 586-6070.

This hearing will be on Twitter: https://twitter.com/HI_Senate_CPN.

____________________________________
Senator Rosalyn H. Baker
Chair